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Module Eight: Video Number 1:

Collapsing the Story
Welcome to Module #8. Now, how you doing time-wise? Are you managing to stay on schedule?
You should be on say Week 5 right now if you are. Do try to keep up the momentum as best you
can anyway, it really does help to keep it at the top of the mind and that makes it a lot easier.

OK, so we’re now at Module 8 and this deals with the part of the worksheet that references Stage
#3, Collapsing the Story.

In the section on Collapsing the Story during Module 5, we spent a long time discussing how we
form interpretations around what happened and how attracted we are to our expectations,
assumptions, and interpretations. Let’s see if we need to add anything to what we’ve said already.

Here’s what the item 6 says:

I now realize that in order to feel the experience more deeply, my soul has encouraged me to
create a bigger story out of the event or situation than it actually seemed to warrant
considering just the facts. The purpose having been served, I can release the energy
surrounding my story by separating the facts from the interpretations I have made up
about it. (So, the task is to list the main interpretations and circle the level of emotion and attachment
that you have around each interpretation in this moment.)

Actually, in the way that it is worded, there are a couple of things to add to what we have said
previously. In the collapsing of the story piece, we emphasized the notion that by making the
story bigger we were increasing our suffering. I don’t think we mentioned then that there is a
reason why we do that from the spiritual perspective.

We get to acknowledge that reason in this statement in item #6 - where it says that our Soul
encourages us to do this in order to magnify the feeling experience. This in turn refers us back to
where in Module 3 we talked about increasing the number of karmic units that we get out of one
event by adding in a lot of interpretations and other stuff as a way to leverage the situation.

Facts alone would not have been enough to give us the amount of karmic units we signed up for.
Then what it says is that having begun the process of awakening (and, you, by the way, wouldn’t
be doing this worksheet if you hadn’t), we don’t need to hang onto it anymore and we can let it go.

COACHING TIP: If your client didn’t buy the Radical Karma model in Module #3, and you think
this part of this item on the worksheet about karmic units would be over gradient, you can gloss
over the karmic units bit and just focus on identifying the interpretations and the degree to which
he or she is attached to them, and then move on.

As far as item #7 is concerned, it is worth pointing out that creating core-negative beliefs out of
the way you added interpretations to your story is another very creative way of generating more
karmic leverage. Having a core-negative belief like ‘I’m not loveable,’ will automatically create
more separation and associated pain. What better way to leverage a story than by creating a
whole bunch of rotten beliefs about oneself and the world in general? A master stroke, don’t you
think?
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Now, don’t forget to introduce the idea of using the Centrifuge worksheet at this point. Or, the online
Centrifuge program if you are doing the process virtually.

So, anyway, I think this takes care of items #6 and 7 on the worksheet. I hope you’re doing yours
and following along and getting it all down for yourself.

In the next video, we’ll see what we need to say about item #8, Opening to a Reframe and then
to #9 which is about noticing patterns and seeing the perfection in that. So, we’ll see you then.
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